


“a new contemporary language – 
muscular, luxuriously weighted and 
full-bodied, chockful of gestural 
flourishes, and kinetically courageous.”
                           -The Boston Globe

In the Spring of 2018, with support from a Building Bridges grant from the Doris Duke Foundation for Islamic Art, a Live Arts 
Boston grant from The Boston Foundation, a commission from the Boston Center for the Arts, and a Pillow Lab residency from 
Jacob’s Pillow and an In the Lab grant from Theater Communications Group, ANIKAYA Dance Theater premiered The Conference 
of the Birds. Conference of the Birds is an evening-length movement theater work inspired by the epic poem of Farid Ud din Attar, 
and embodying stories gathered from modern-day refugees and other migrants.  

TheThe cast is made up of dancers from around the world who share a culture of travel, and who each represent a unique cultural 
tradition. Collaborating dancers include artists from Benin, Brazil, Egypt, Indonesia, India/South Africa, China, Japan, Turkey and 
the US.  The dancers were selected for their individual artistry and cultural expertise, their individual life stories and for their interest 
in and facility with inter-cultural collaboration. Original music was composed for the work by Shaw Pong Liu (US), Eric 
Raynaud/Fraction (France), and Shahou Andalibi (Iran).  Animated projection art was created by David Bengali (US).

TheThe Conference of the Birds is a tale of a group of birds that set off in search of the mythical bird, the Simurgh.  Many of the birds 
abandon the quest. When the remaining birds arrive in the land of the Simurgh , they find themselves reflected – they are the 
Simurgh.  

We use Conference as a frame for narratives gathered from refugees, symbolizing the journey that we, the diversity that is 
humanity, take together.  It is a story of found community, of the necessity of difference.  



Cast:
YASIN ANAR Turkey
SARVESHAN GANGEN South Africa/India
MARCEL GBEFFA Benin
CHING I CHANG Taiwan
WENDY JEHLEN US
DANANG PAMUNGKAS DANANG PAMUNGKAS Indonesia
LUCIANE RAMOS Brazil
IBRAHIM ABDO Egypt

Creative Team:
Concept & Direction:
WENDY JEHLEN

Music Composition: 
ERIC RAYNAUD (FRACTION) ERIC RAYNAUD (FRACTION) France
SHAW PONG LIU US
SHAHOU ANDALIBI Iran

Projection Design:
DAVID BENGALI US

Calligraphy:
POUYA JAHANSHAHI US

Light Design:Light Design:
STEPHEN PETRILLI US

Set Design:
ANTON UHL US
BLAKE EVITT US
JEFFREY MANSFIELD US



WENDY JEHLEN (director/choreographer)
US
Wendy Jehlen’s career has been marked by international explorations, study and 
creative collaboration. She received her Bachelor’s degree in ritual and performance 
from Brown University and her Master of Theological Studies degree from Harvard 
Divinity School with a focus on performance and religion in the former Persian world. 

Wendy’sWendy’s unique approach to choreography incorporates elements of Bharata Natyam, 
Odissi, Capoeira, Kalaripayattu, West African dance, Butoh, and a wide-range of 
Contemporary movement forms. Her emotionally powerful choreography has been 
created and performed in the US, Benin, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Canada, Italy, India, 
Japan, Haiti, Korea, Mali and Turkey. 

HerHer works include Entangling (2015), a duet with Burkinabe choreographer Lacina 
Coulibaly inspired by Quantum Entanglement; The Deep (2015), a work for 25 dancers 
created in São Paulo, Brazil, Lilith (2013), a solo on the first woman; The Knocking 
Within (2012), an evening-length duet on a disintegrating relationship; Forest (2010), 
a journey through the archetypal forest; He Who Burns (2006), a trio on the figure of 
Iblis (Satan); Breathing Space (2003), a collaboration with Japanese choreographer 
Hikari Baba in Tokyo; Crane (2002), based on images from Japanese Buddhist poetry; 
and Haaaa (2002), inspired by the experience of childbirth. and Haaaa (2002), inspired by the experience of childbirth. 

Jehlen has received support from the Doris Duke Foundation for Islamic Art 
(2017-2018), Theater Communications Group (2018), the Japan Foundation (2017), the 
Boston Foundation (2012, 2017), New England Foundation for the Arts (2016, 2017, 
2018), Network of Ensemble Theaters (2016, 2017), the Embassy of the United States 
in Benin (2017), the Association of Performing Arts Presenters (2015, 2016, 2017), the 
Boston Center for the Arts Choreographers’ Residency program (2010, 2015), the Artist 
Fellowship Program of the Massachusetts Cultural Council (2003, 2012), the American 
InstituteInstitute of Indian Studies (2001, 2013), the Boston Dance Alliance (2013), the National 
School of Drama (2006, 2011, 2013), the BU Jewish Cultural Endowment (2012),  the 
Indian Council for Cultural Relations (2011), the Alliance Française de Madras (2006), 
the Fulbright program (2005-2006), the National Endowment for the Arts (2005), the 
Tokyo American Center (2002), the Puffin Foundation (2001), and the Ford 
Foundation/Arts International (1996), among others.

“When Wendy Jehlen goes on stage, 
you know you are in the realm of the heart.”
                   -Anjana Rajan, The Hindu

“restores a faith in life itself”
                      -The Weekly Dig

“Wendy Jehlen is a captivating choreographer, 
with a deep sensitivity to the connections between 
human body movements and moods.”
                            Backstage.com



The company directly engaged with refugee and other immigrant commu-
nities throughout the creative process. Through a community-based, art-
ist-led process, we have created a framework within which a dynamic evolv-
ing presentation can happen – relevant to the moment. 

The work of ANIKAYA is the breaking open of stories, digging through 
layers of meaning, and then adding new layers.  In her work, ANIKAYA Ar-
tistic Director Wendy Jehlen often combines stories, art forms, and tradi-
tions that would seem to be unrelated or even in opposition to each other.  
The perception of opposition is exactly that, a perception.  The act of juxta-
posing seemingly unrelated ideas and stories, reveals intrinsic relation-
ships between them, and allows more profound understanding of each of 
the elements involved.  Recontextualizing this classical Sufi text illuminates 
both its historical meanings and our current moment in history, bringing 
full circle the idea that human history is a history of movement, mingling 
and entanglements.

The performance is visual theater in form, with all narrative being danced 
as well as spoken/sung in the soundscape. The narrative is non-linear and 
many-layered, with stories interspersed with and told through a movement 
language drawing on the extremely diverse bodies and cultural movement 
vocabulary of the dancers.

image by an unaccompanied minor refugee from Afghanistan



“A man whose eyes love risks his soul -
His dancing breaks beyond the mind's control”
-                   Conference of the Birds



67 Dane St
Somerville, MA 02143

USA
ph: +1 617 861 7930

wendyjehlen@anikaya.org
www.anikaya.org

Conference of the Birds has been supported by:
The Embassy of the United States in Beijing
Doris Duke Foundation for Islamic Art
Institut Français in India
Japan Foundation in India
Boston Center for the Arts
Jacob’s PillowJacob’s Pillow
Theater Communications Group
New England Foundation for the Arts
Boston Cultural Council
Massachusetts Cultural Council
New Music/USA
The Boston Foundation
The Cricket FoundationThe Cricket Foundation
The Kates Foundation
James K Spriggs Foundation, a Fiderlity donor-advised fund
and donors to ANIKAYA Dance Diplomacy
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ANIKAYA Dance Theater choreographer-dancer Wendy Jehlen is a world traveler, and along

the way she gathers ideas, reflections, images. For her latest work, “Conference of the Birds,”

which premiered at Boston Center for the Arts Thursday, she has also gathered seven

A gathering of dancers for ‘Conference of the
Birds’

By Karen Campbell

GLOBE CORRESPONDENT   APRIL 07,  2018

Theater & dance

LIZA VOLL

“Conference of the Birds” is the latest work by ANIKAYA Dance Theater choreographerdancer Wendy Jehlen.
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‘The Conference of the Birds’ — a dance recital

inspired by a 12th century Sufi poem

Moments from a dance rehearsal come together to tell the human story

Boston-based Wendy Jehlen founded Anikaya Dance Theater in 1998. Through

wide-ranging productions, she has constantly endeavoured to break the

boundaries between people, culture and art forms. Jehlen is deeply interested in

the communicative possibilities of the body. Her choreography incorporates

elements of Bharatanatyam, Odissi, Kalaripayattu, Butoh, West African dance

and a range of contemporary movement forms.
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A rehearsal of ‘The Conference of the Birds’.  
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To put things in perspective, she writes on the Anikaya website, “We incorporate

traditional forms, internalizing them and then allowing them to re-emerge as

part of a new movement vocabulary. The result is a work that is resonant of

deep-rooted traditions, without being bound to any particular genre, place or

practice.”

The divine king

In the spring of 2018, with support from various grants, and commissioned by

the Boston Center for the Arts, Anikaya Dance Theater premiered ‘The

Conference of the Birds’, an evening-length movement theatre work inspired by

Mantiq-ut-Tair, a 12th century epic poem by legendary Sufi mystic poet Farid

ud-Din Attar.

In the allegorical poem, 30 birds from all over the world embark on an arduous

journey to find their divine king, the mythical bird Simorgh, who resides on Qaf

Mountain. On reaching the destination, the birds realise they themselves are

the Simorgh — they find divinity in their collective selves. The poem’s

contemporary rendition, however, as helmed by Jehlen and others, embodies

stories gathered from modern-day refugees and other migrants. Eight dancers,

from Brazil, the U.S., Benin, Turkey, South Africa/ India, Indonesia, Egypt and

Japan, were invited to a five-week residency in Boston where they worked with

Jehlen to execute their collective vision of the poem.

Filmmaker Bijoyini Chatterjee and her editor husband Juan Carlos went to

record the final performance of ‘The Conference of the Birds’. They also ended

up making a 20-minute process film (of the same name, released in June this

year) that captures various moments from the rehearsal and almost unveils the

choreographic process. While non-fiction music and dance films abound, there

are very few that document the creation of the choreography itself. In its

making, the film also acquires a work-in-progress quality. While the dancers are

trying to create choreography, the filmmakers pursue a film. Both are unsure

about the end result.

Chatterjee, trained in flamenco and Bharatanatyam, was also concerned about

capturing and adapting dance to a two-dimensional space. She says her

previous work with dance and dancers helped her to be mindful of subjects

moving in front of the camera.

Dance as idiom

The film is evocative and shows how different bodies, styles and points of view

are fused to execute a unified vision. It shows the dancers, including Jehlen,

huddled together in discussion, making spot improvisations, helping others

navigate limitations, and also teaching each other their respective styles. You

understand that collaboration ought to be an inclusive process where all

participants are heard and opinions equally valued. The film and the final

performance thus are polyphonic artworks echoing multiple voices, styles and



dance idioms.

The opening visual is particularly striking; the viewers are confronted with

different ethnicities represented by the dancers. To highlight difference and its

gradual extinction in the collaborative process is perhaps the raison d’etre of

the film and the project. Soon, the dancers are seen in their home contexts,

practising various movements in preparation for the workshop. This to me is a

visually striking moment as you encounter difference that gradually disappears

to create a shared vision. And it is easier said than done.

The essential story that the film is trying to narrate is that of interdependence,

that all our stories come together to form the human story, that each of our

stories matter. This is the reality of the current political and media landscape,

and one that is often, if not almost always, hidden.

A foodie and cinephile, the writer teaches literary and cultural studies at Pune’s

FLAME University.
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Choreographer Wendy Jehlen’s “dance diplomacy”
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Dance theater company ANIKAYA’s The Conference of the Birds explores movement, self-knowledge, and human
interdependence. 
Photograph by Gary Alpert

HEN Wendy Jehlen, M.T.S. ’00, improvises dance, bharatanatyam comes
out. The choreographer and dancer was trained in the South Indian
classical genre from age seven or eight; while she didn’t become a

bharatanatyam performer, its dizzying footwork and winding gestures are
unmistakable in her work, a part of how her body naturally moves.
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Wendy Jehlen  
Photograph by Marcel Gbe�a 

Her most recent production, The Conference of the Birds, based on the twelfth-century
Persian Sufi poem of the same name, might at first bewilder viewers. Combining
movement from South Indian dance, Brazilian capoeira, and a long list of other
sources, the piece doesn’t represent contemporary dance as most people know it, or a
mere fusion of styles. Instead it reflects the philosophy of Jehlen’s Boston-based dance
company, ANIKAYA, which seeks to remove what she calls the “imagined barriers”
between people, culture, and art around the world. “Imagined” is the key word for Jehlen. “I
hate the idea of crossing borders, because they’re nonexistent. I can’t really understand the idea
that cultures are separate or that they are monoliths,” she says. “It’s visibly not true.”

In some ways, The Conference of the Birds, which is all about
people’s inseparability and interdependence, has been a
lifelong endeavor. Jehlen grew up in a half-Jewish family in
Somerville, Massachusetts, where it always felt natural and
right to see immigrants from across the world who looked
different from one another and spoke different languages
and understood the world differently—for her, culture was a
continuous process of mixing and reconstituting. Her aunt
was a bharatanatyam dancer, and watching her perform,
Jehlen recalls, was like a “religious experience.” Jehlen went
to Brown to study something “very Brown,” she says, a self-
directed major called “Storytelling and Survival: Ritual and

Performance as Guardians of Culture.” After taking time off to dance in India, she enrolled at
Harvard Divinity School in 1997 to learn Persian and study Sufi literature (and to access
Harvard’s dance studios). She founded ANIKAYA—a blend of the Hebrew an (gift), the Persian i
(of), and the Sanskrit kaya (body)—around the same time, as a vehicle for her various dance
projects.

Jehlen says she always knew she was born to dance, and her career has combined the styles she
learned growing up with genres from Japan, West Africa, and those of the many dancers she
has traveled around the world to recruit. She calls the work “dance diplomacy”—but resists the
concept of “fusion,” as though it were a process of randomly gluing together elements from
different genres. “It’s important to me to learn something so thoroughly that it becomes part of
your body,” she explains: to understand how each dance form uses the body, the deep
relationships and symbols and meanings behind every movement and gesture. Humans are
wired to be moved by dance, she says, but that doesn’t mean dance is a “universal language.”
When Jehlen creates choreography with her partners, she emphasizes, “It’s not about the
superficial aspect of the art form. We’re meeting at the core of the art form, not at the, ‘How do
you move your hands?’”

The evening-length Conference of the Birds begins with its eight dancers (each from a different
country) moving across the stage in full-bodied, synchronized flight, their arms evoking
something between avian and human—as powerful and light as a bird’s wings. In the
background, projections fill a screen with sketches of birds, text, and pieces of passports and
visas, representing the violence of borders. The poem on which the show is based, by Farid ud-
Din Attar, tells a spiritual, searching story about the birds of the world on a perilous quest to
find their sovereign, Simorgh. In the end, the birds discover that they themselves, together, are
the Simorgh; a Persian folk etymology translates the word to “30 (si) birds (morgh).”

“It’s actually based on a Sanskrit text, which is probably based on something even older,” Jehlen
says. “This is a story that’s been with humanity for thousands of years: these questions of
traveling, traveling together, traveling across, and of the necessity of all of our stories.” (The
production premiered in Boston last year, and a weekend of performances in Washington,
D.C., is planned for November. Jehlen is seeking funding to tour it around the country and the
world. Grant-writing, she acknowledges, is a punishing endeavor of its own: sometimes “as
time-intensive as creating art.”)
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Some artists can think back to the moment they knew that music or dance or poetry was what
they were meant to do. Jehlen resists origin stories. “I have no idea why things happen,” she
insists. “I think it was probably my aunt,” she offers. “I really don’t know.” She’s reluctant to
provide an explanation for her pursuits, perhaps partly because she doesn’t view her work as
marked by any particular interest in a specific tradition—bharatanatyam or Sufi mysticism or the
Japanese dance-theater form butoh—but instead by the larger, mysterious, interconnected
human experience. ANIKAYA has also produced works inspired by the Hebrew Bible; the
concept of gender; and the idea, common to world religions and modern physics, of a time
before creation. “To me, physics is as awesome and fascinating as anything else,” she says. “I live
for awe, and that’s very strong in the parts of Islam that I’m interested in. I live for cognitive
dissonance and things that force you to wrap your head around other things.”

 
Jehlen as a starling in the “valley of bewilderment,” one of seven the birds must pass through on their search for

Simorgh in The Conference of the Birds 
Photograph by Gary Alpert

For Jehlen, it’s important that performances convey a specific emotional experience to viewers.
Contemporary dance, she says, often focuses more on self-expression or exploring movement
itself, and less on content. “My work is very much about content....We want viewers to
understand it in the way we intend.” Next year, she hopes to tour with Sholeh Wolpé, the
Iranian-American poet and playwright who translated the most recent English version of The
Conference of the Birds. Wolpé would read a condensed version of the story before the
performance, to give viewers a frame for understanding the dance.

“I think our work as artists is to train people to be empathetic,” Jehlen adds. Though she doesn’t
often address it directly, she also thinks about the connection between her work and current
culture and politics. “People get so much more attached to their identity when they perceive
themselves as under attack. It can be a dangerous situation culturally because it makes you want
to freeze your culture and label everything and separate everything.” But as Jehlen knows, the
intersections of culture can be every bit as magical, and generative, as their core.



	
Pankhuri	Zaheer	11	Feb	2020	
	
Friday’s	change	of	pace	
Contemporary	 dance	 performance,	 Conference	 of	 the	 Birds	 choreographed	 by	 Wendy	
Jehlen—deploys	birds	as	a	metaphor	for	migration.	That’s	a	topic	the	country	is	wrestling	
with	 and	 debates	 around	 citizenship	 and	 refugees	 and	 religious,	 cultural	 and	 economic	
discrimination	are	raging.	The	audience	is	primed	for	the	theme,	but	it	is	the	production,	a	
feat	in	choreography	and	set	design,	that	sets	Jehlen’s	work	apart.	
	
The	minimalist	 set	 comprises	 three	perches	 for	 seven	dancers	 [birds],	 one	 slightly	more	
elaborate	than	the	other	two.	The	three	screens	making	up	the	backdrop	are	as	critical	to	
the	choreography	as	the	dancers	themselves.	
	
An	 injured	 bird	 slowly	 flaps	 his	 wings;	 other	 birds	 flock	 to	 help	 it.	 In	 the	 backdrop,	
beautiful	birds	take	flight.	This	harmony	is	violently	shattered	by	a	sequence	of	two	birds	
being	violently	torn	apart.	The	dancers	form	an	insurmountable	wall	at	stage	centre,	which	
a	lone	bird	tries	repeatedly	to	scale,	getting	pushed	back	brutally.	
	
Where	have	we	seen	such	scenes	before?	Are	they	our	memories	of	the	harrowing	news	of	
children	 in	 detention	 centres	 in	 the	 United	 States?	 Do	 they	 remind	 us	 of	 American	
President	Donald	Trump’s	threat-promise	to	build	a	wall	along	the	border	with	Mexico?	An	
algorithm	slides	down	the	screen,	slowly	morphing	into	barbed	wire.	What	was	an	inkling	
in	the	minds	of	the	viewers	is	confirmed...	
	
As	 the	 sequences	 progress,	 the	 bird-dancers	 portray	 intimacy,	 separation,	 despair,	 love,	
loss	and	isolation.	Peace	and	stability	seem	transient,	as	fleeting	as	such	feelings	are	in	the	
life	of	a	migrant.	
	
A	word	on	the	music:	In	a	significant	moment,	the	semblance	of	a	melodic	line	turns	into	a	
robust	 industrial	 beat.	 The	 birds,	 shedding	 their	 unique	 characteristics,	 are	 suddenly	
forced	 to	 follow	 the	 rhythm	of	 this	 beat.	 At	 the	 same	 time,	 giant	 cogs	 turn	 in	 the	wheel	
depicted	against	 the	backdrop.	The	 sharp	 critique	of	 capitalism	and	 its	 relationship	with	
migration	and	labour	in	this	sequence	will	not	be	missed.	
	
With	ease	and	grace,	Jehlen	conveys	a	range	of	difficult	themes	related	to	migration;	from	
the	 law	 to	 suicide,	 labour	 and	 love	 through	her	 bird-dancers.	 ‘Conference	 of	 Birds’	 is	 an	
intense	 experience	 that	 offers	 not	 a	 moment	 of	 relief.	 There	 are	 virtually	 no	 cathartic	
spectacles	 to	 divert	 a	 viewer	 from	 the	 pathos	 of	 a	migrant’s	 life.	 This	was	 a	 courageous	
choreography.	
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Anikaya Dance Theatre takes flight at Mahaney

The Anikaya Dance Theatre performed at Middlebury on March 11 and 12. Photo by Courtesy Photo | The Middlebury Campus

Despite setbacks presented by the Covid-19 pandemic, the Anikaya Dance Theatre
was able to make the journey to Middlebury at long last to perform their interpretive
dance piece “Conference of the Birds.” The group performed at the college’s Dance

By Sophia Afsar-Keshmiri
March 17, 2022 | 5:58am EDT
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Theater on March 11 and 12. The group’s visit had to be rescheduled twice since
planning began in 2019. The performance was well worth the wait. 

The group is made up of extremely talented dancers, composers and artists from all
over the world. The group hails from no one place, and has projects in the works in
five different countries. The show included elements of dance, theatre, music and
graphic design. The group prides itself on its multidimensionality and use of many
art forms. Founded in 1998, their mission is to bring people from different cultures
and backgrounds together. Persian poet Farid Ud din Attar wrote an epic also titled
“Conference of the Birds,” serving as the inspiration for this modern rendition. The
Anikaya Dance Theatre places a large emphasis on the importance of empathy in
making the world a better place. 

The dancers played a group of birds, soaring through valleys, desperately trying to
find a mythical creature named Simurgh. The performance was organized into ten
different segments, divided by the different valleys visited along the journey. The
story concludes with the birds realizing that they were the Simurgh the entire time.
The group took the audience through all ten segments, using changes in lighting,
music and choreography to tell the story. 

For 100 minutes, the group guided the audience through each chapter by moving as
one in their transitions from valley to valley; they danced as if they were a flock of
birds, gathering together and making wide flying motions with their arms in unison.
Time in each valley was signified by more individualistic dancing. Some dancers
would be performing solos, some duets and at times trios — all simultaneously. At
these times, the dancers portrayed a more chaotic scene of nature, rather than the
symmetric organization associated with a flock of birds flying together. 

There were platforms of varying heights on the stage that the dancers moved on and
off of throughout the performance. At different times, these platforms gave the
illusion of birds perched on branches of different trees or flying at different heights.
At one point in the choreography, one member let themself fall from one of the high
platforms and the group gingerly caught them. The choreography was filled with
other unique acrobatics. Members carried each other, climbed over each other and
formed barricades with their bodies that other members would try to break through.

Behind the dancers, three screens displayed moving digital art. At times, a birdlike
figure was projected on the screen and the dancers would respond to this figure’s
movements and the music. At other times, the art and movements being shown on
the screens complemented the dancers’ choreography. 
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There was no need for faux feathers or beaks to convince viewers that the dancers
were a flock of birds; they instead wore outfits consisting of layers of loose, thin
garments. Some dancers had multiple shirts on, others had clothing tied around their
waists and others still wore scarves draped and wrapped around them. The clothing
hung limp on their bodies, flowing as they ran and leaped across the stage. At one
point in the performance, all the dancers began to shed the many layers they wore to
signify pain. 

Most notable about the performance was the group’s sheer athleticism. The
choreography was so impossibly athletic, and even more gracefully executed. There
were times when members would shake convulsively and collapse to the ground, then
pull themselves back up and perform the stunt again. There were long moments
when the group would run laps around the stage, swinging their arms and crouching
low to the ground to keep in character. 

The group did not take a break during the entire performance. If the dancers were
tired by the strenuous choreography, they certainly did not show it; the group only
grew more energetic as the performance progressed. While there is room for error
during the final moments of grueling game or athletic activity, there was none for
Anikaya; the group couldn’t afford mishaps during stunts such as catching a falling
cast member or turning their bodies into a platform for other members to climb.
Their mental and physical fortitude was mind-blowing. Throughout the entire piece
their movements only grew more graceful, intentional and certain. At the point when
most would have been out of breath, exhausted and ready to collapse, their acting
only grew more convincing, their choreography more athletic and their energy to
unimaginable heights. 

The most memorable and emotional scene from the performance was “The Valley of
Bewilderment.” The dancers’ facial expressions and movements implied a haunting
pain that resonated with the audience. They screeched in pain, hobbled across the
stage, and helped each other up. It was both a moment of fear and unity in the
performance. 

Migration and journey were the two main themes of the performance. When Anikaya
was introduced, it was emphasized how timely these themes were, given the horrible
suffering and pain that the people of Ukraine are currently experiencing. In the back
of programs, audience members were provided a sticky note, asked to “consider the
Valley of Detachment,” and prompted to write the single item they would bring to
face the burden of leaving their whole world. What would you bring? 









by Noor Hoteit

"The Conference of Birds is inspired by a 12th-century poem by the Persian poet Farid al-Din
al-Attar. In Attar's poem, the birds of the world set out in search of the legendary bird. Many
birds abandon their nests, and when they reach the land of the green dragon, they only find a
mirror in which they are reflected, and become themselves The Green Dragon.The poem
becomes the framework for the accounts gathered from contemporary immigrants, symbolizing
the journey we take together.”

It can be said that this epic, written by the Persian poet Farid al-Din al-Attar al-Nisaburi, is the
embodiment of dancers in the Ramallah Cultural Palace. It can also be said that this epic has
crossed the boundaries of geography to reach the multinational "Anikaya Troupe", and before
that to the French playwright "Jean-Claude Carrier", the famous British director Peter Brook, and
the Tunisian director Nawfal Azara in his show "The Logic of the Bird".

A German orientalist says that Al-Attar used an imaginary poetic interpretation, so that its
characteristics correspond to the language of beings that do not possess human language. The
same applies to the Anikaya troupe, which used contemporary dance to convey what it called
the "Bird Conference". This is because it - that is, dance - touches the instinctive side of a living
being, and creates art that is far from the city of words, if we borrow the phrase from the
Argentine writer Alberto Manguel. We are in this show by "Anikaya" about weaving a
"conference" with the body and memory together, and this is the essence of the title of this
year's Ramallah Contemporary Dance Festival.. "The body has a thousand stories and stories."

Caravan of tears



The forced migration of the Cherokee tribes from Georgia to Oklahoma in 1838 is known as the
"Caravan of Tears." Forced migrations followed by starvation and brutality during the Holocaust
were referred to as "death marches", and today's Germans call Berlin's Friedrichstrasse train
station the "Palace of Tears", where East meets West. These forced journeys were
accompanied by emotional and emotional stories whose symbolism cannot escape.

With interpretive anthropology as a lens, we can understand the small parts of the life of
"migration" that the Anikaya troupe embodied on the stage, especially since "Anikaya" used the
story of the Sufi poet Farid al-Din al-Attar to reveal the complexities of the experiences of forced
migration, which some consider to be the problem of the age.

The story of the Persian poet revolves around the theme of “transition and movement.” The
journey of “Logic of the Birds” is a group journey in which the birds travel to reach their desired
gods, the Simargh. Birds face various difficulties and obstacles during their journey. Likewise, in
the epic "Birds of Anikaya Band", which moves from place to place, from home to Labit. This
scene takes us back to Bachelard, who called Baudelaire a "dreamer of curtains" because he
believed that behind dark curtains the snow appears whiter, more frosty, and more terrifying. As
the function of movement and movement in the birds of the Anikaia squad establishes a
narrative based on the political imagination, as it embodies the abandonment of the old, warm
and safe geography in search of return or self. So the other - i.e. the birds - becomes an
antithesis, as is the case with the indigenous Palestinians, so that the tongue of the world says:
“I know, but I do not want to know that I know, so I do not know.

Lost is embodied in a dance

With the "Conference of Birds", creating physical scenes with an interpretive dimension,
accompanying us on trips of memory across boats of seas and land alike, to put us in an
inevitable confrontation with dispersion or death, and when human birds danced their dance on
the stage, the bodies possessed under the lights Its special and unique vessel, to weave stories
of transit and wandering that dissolves and disperses, but is unable - at the same time - to
reduce suffering and pain. And if we return to the Palestinian "transfer", the body is living its own
agony, and its blood is the colonial violence directed at it, after the Israeli inscribed on the
Palestinian's body his colonial inscription; With the aim of erasing it and robbing it of its identity,
we will be facing a new experience with pain. Returning - also - to the forced migrations that
resulted from the wars of our Arab region, and the endless series of conflicts.

The anthropologist researcher David Le Bruton says, "The test that the Indo-American tribes go
through expresses a strong social bond, as it seeks to create a fatalistic clan by reminding,
through the time of stories, of common pains and emotions." Le Bruton points out here that
some members of the Indo-American tribes With a ritual that appears as a strange act, which is
looking towards the sun while the members of the tribe are attached to the branches of trees,
through ropes that they tie neatly around their chests, and the ropes are not loosened except at
nightfall, either with the help of friends, or by self-meanings. The members of the clan have a
sharp dimension to memory.As well, in the dance show on the stage of Ramallah, the human



birds were able to form these bonds drawn from their pain and suffering, through their special
gestures and the movement of their wandering bodies in the journey of wandering and crossing
into the land of fear of the "opposite" other.

The French philosopher Jacques Derrida, in his lecture "On Hospitality" in 1996, reminds us of
Plato's dialogue in "The Sophist", in which he recounts a meeting between Socrates and a
visitor from the city of Elea in southern Italy. Socrates - at the time - expressed his happiness,
joy in receiving this stranger and a desire to hear him and listen to his culture. Derrida tells us
that the meaning of the stranger in Greek was “Zeno”, from which the word “xenophobia” was
derived and is now used to denote fear of the other, the immigrant, the refugee and the transitor.

The season of returning to oneself
In the story of "The Logic of Birds" by the Persian mystic Farid al-Din al-Attar, the birds knock on
the door as soon as they reach "Qaf", the legendary mountain to meet their gods, and when the
locked door is opened in front of them after her insistence, they collapse from the horror of the
scene, and find not the "simurgh" but themselves, in the mirror. Likewise, in the last scene of the
"Conference of Birds", the birds that continued walking did not find their simurgh, but
themselves became the same simurgh. Why the "simurgh" in the Conference of the Birds dance
performance? Perhaps because in ancient Eastern mythology, the simurgh was a symbol of
limitless power.
The First Ramallah Company organized, between June 15 and 22, the seventeenth session of
the Ramallah Contemporary Dance Festival. Bird conference. The festival opened with "Lucid
Dream" by the French band "Mazel Friten", and concluded with success with the American band
E and the Palestinian Ramallah First Band, with a joint work under the title: I See/I Don't See.
This festival, which hosted an elite group of contemporary choreographers, and international,
Arab and Palestinian troupes, comes to confirm the importance of art that creates a "public
participatory space", and as Antonio Negri, the well-known philosopher, says: Art does not reach
the status of beauty, unless it is capable of inventing the common.













Inspired by the text “ Mantiq ut Tayr” by Farid Al-Din Attar, the multinational ANIKAYA Dance
theater presented Conference of the Birds, an epic dance performance, hosted by Ramallah
Cultural Palace, the day before yesterday, as part of Ramallah Contemporary Dance Festival.

From the story of this mystical text which tells the story of a group of birds in search of the
legendary bird, the Simurgh, Wendy Jehlen, the piece’s director, choreographer, and one of its
dancers, addresses issues of contemporary refugees, a phenomenon that has transcended all
geography. The story was told not only in the dazzling combination of performance,
scenography, music, lighting and video projections, but also in the plurality of nationalities of the
dancers from the US, Benin, Palestine, Indonesia, South Africa, India, Turkey, Brazil and
Taiwan. Through all of this she presented the dialectics of difference and solidarity. All of this
was intertwined in a unique dynamic language presented by the artists.

The mirage that characterized the performance, with the clarity of its various elements, was a
pivotal element in expressing the state of wandering, the search for the desired, whether in the
ancient text or in the new stories with which the piece was infused. Despite its precision, there
was enough ambiguity to allow space for the audience to find its own stories, while they
accompanied these human birds on an eighty minute journey that can be described as
shapeshifting, mysterious and oscillating between dream, hope, myth and metaphysics.

Conference of the Birds was a narrative journey with a style that captivated the mystical spirit of
the original text, but that was unconventional in form. It was a conscious study at all levels and
embraced Sufism with multimedia arms.

The work dives deeply into its multiple images with spirituality. It asked existential questions of
the human mind through a metaphor of the search for paradise, and the rugged road that leads
toward it, through deserts and valleys, many dangers, and the many temptations of hte human
soul on its way to enlightenment.



The roles of the birds fluctuate, so that slaves become kings, thieves are pious, leaving
memories that remain fresh.

Love was constantly present, whether in a mystical or contemporary performance language, as
an anti-authoritarian act, an act against racism as well as false integrity. The body language they
used was not devoid of convulsions and amazing jumps that seemed as if they were part of
graceful flight.

The performance treats not only the crisis of the birds as an expression of the tragedies of
refugees, but also relationships within communities, conflicts, encounters, as opportunities for
imagination and magic. In addition to the text, the images created in the dance are a philosophy
in themselves.

The company sought to rid themselves of strict artistic traditions to move toward a universal
performance form. By standing on the foundations of the past and cultural richness and telling
this contemporary story in a contemporary form, the company made a lasting impact on the
audience.
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